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We study the muumum size of context needed to regenerate a fixed word by a propagatrng DIL 
system wlthout usmg extra symbols It IS proven that the size of context depends on the maxlmum 
length of subwords occurring m two different posItIons m the fixed word 
1. Introduction and basic notions 
In L system theory the problem of regeneration was previously studied by Herman 
[l], Ruohonen [4,5] and Vitanyi [6]. In any of these papers an L system describmg 
a regeneration process for a word w has extra symbols (not in w) and/or the regener- 
atlon is partial (not all subwords of w can be regenerated). 
In the present paper we describe, for a fixed word w, PDIL systems uch that each 
nonempty subword of its adult word w regenerates. The alphabet of each system 
is the set of letters occurring m w. We discuss also a mmimum size of context for 
such a system. If m is the maximum length of any subword occurring in w m two 
different positions then the amount (m,m) of context 1s sufficient for the existence 
of a PIL system with properties described above (Section 2). 
In Section 3 we deal with ~=a~‘@ . . . 0,“’ for different a,. If 
max{nl,nz, .. . . n,} = max{n,,n,} = k+l 
then the context (k,I), where k,lr 1 1s necessary and sufficient for the existence of 
a PIL system with studied properties. 
The basic objects studied in the paper are PDIL systems. 
Definition 1.1. Let k and I be nonnegative integers. A PD(k, I) system 1s a fourtuple 
G=(ZP)g,U 
(1) C is a finite nonempty set, the alphabet of G. 
(2) w. is an element of Z+, the axiom of G. 
(3) g is an element not in Z. 
(4) P 1s a finite nonempty relation PcIx .Z’+, where 
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and i -I-J’= k, s+ C = I. Moreover for any (x, a,.~) in I there is exactly one z in Z’+ 
such that ((x,a,y),z) is in P. 
Any PD(k,I) system is also called a PDIL system. 
As usual, an element ((x, a, y), z) of P ~111 be denoted (x, a,y) * z. 
Definition 1.2. If G = (Z; P, g, wO) is a PD(k, I) system, x=q . . . a,, for a, in Z, 
1 (isn, and y is in Ct then we say that x directly derives y in G (x * y) iff 
(suf&% ...a,-l),a,,prefi(a,+I . ..a.g’))*Y, 
for lrrln are in P and y=yI . ..y.,. 
Symbols at (a*“) are used for transitive (reflexive and transitive) closure of =. 
(We use the convention a0 = E and an+ I = E.) 
Definition 1.3. Let G=(C, P,g, wo) be a PD(k, I) system. A language of G is de- 
fined as 
L(G) = {x&C*: w, =*x). 
By C, we denote the set of exactly those letters which appear in the word w. 
Definition 1.4. Let w be a given word. An R,PDIL system is a PDIL system 
G = (Z, P, g, a) with the followiirr: properties: 
(1) aeZ and w is an adult word of G, 1.e. w E L(G) and w = w, 
(2) C=&, 
(3) G has a property of full regeneration of w, i.e. u ** w for any nonempty sub- 
word u of w. 
2. Main result 
Adult words of PDIL systems have the following property: 
Lemma2.1. Let w=xlx2...x,,, wherex,EZ,for r.Sflandlet w= wmaPD(k,I) 
system G. Then 
(sufx (gkx, x2.. x,-lhx,,prefAx,+j . ..x.g’N-+x, 
for 1 I 1 s n are rules of G. 
It 1s easy to give a R,PD(l, 1) system for w when all letters of cy are different. 
In the next theorem we discuss the case when a subword occurs m two different posi- 
tions in w. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let w be an arbitrary word. Let w’ be a longest subword of w occur- 
ring m w in two different posrtrons and let 1 w’[ = m. 
Then there exists an R,PD(m, m) system. 
Proof. Let w = yl y2 . . . yn for y, E I&., 1 ~z~n, and let m satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2.2. By G, we denote the PD(m, m) system G = (&,P, yt) with the set of 
J rules P= U, P,,, where UEZ,,,, 15 is n and u runs over all nonempty subwords of 
w and Pu is defined as follows: 
Let u = y, . . . y,+’ be the leftmost occurrence of u in w for a subword u of w. Then 
(1) for uczJ&: 
P, = {(g”,Y~,8n~)-,Y,-1Y,Y,+l}, 
(2) 
(In all these rules we use the convention y. =E and yn+, =E.) 
We show that G, is the R,PD(m,m) system. According to rules in P, we have 
w = w. Moreover for any u being a subword of w, using rules from P,, we get the 
derivation step 
~=Y,***YI+J * YI-IY,***Y,+JYI+J+I, 
therefore u =* w. 
It remains to prove the determmism of G,. Note first of all that for each u being 
a subword of w: 
(1) the rules in Pu are deterministic, 
(2) tf (g’“, a,sg) --) cy is m P,, then u = e,(as). (By e,(o) we denote the word ob- 
tamed from a by erasing all g.) 
Suppose G, is nondeterministtc and for subwords u’ and v” of w, (r, a, s) -+ w’ IS 
m PUS, (r, a,~) + w” is m PuSI and w’f w”. Then the letter a occurs as the first or the 
last letter of at least one of the words u’ or 0”. We discuss the case of the letter in 
first position. (The discussion for the second case proceeds m the same way.) The 
first position implies r=g”’ and w’=x’a, w”=x”a, where at least one of x’ and x” 
is a letter. 
For e,(ras)=as’ we discuss the following two possibilittes: 
(i) /as’1 >m. Then as’=as and there 1s only one posmon for as m w, therefore 
x’a=x”a contrary to the assumption w’# w”. 
(ii) [as’1 I m. Then according to (2) we have o’= 0” and by (1) rules m P,, are de- 
terministic ontrary to the assumption w’f w”. Determinism of G, is proven. Cl 
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3. Generalized French flag problem 
Let w=al”a~...a$ where the a, are different letters. This is a generalization of 
the famous French flag problem, where w =u”b”c”. According to Theorem 2.2 
there is an R,PD(m,m) system in this case with m=max{n,,...,n,} -1. We give 
here a better upper bound for size of context of R,PDIL systems. This upper 
bound 1s the strict upper bound in the case when max{nl,n2,...,n,} =max(n,,n,). 
Theorem 3.1. Let w =a”’ an2 2 . ..o.“s, where aktzC for Iskss and a,+a, for rf~. 
Let n=max{n,: 1~1~s; and k+l=n for k,!rl. 
Then there IS an R,PD(k,I) system. 
Proof. Let k, I and n sattsfy the conditions of the theorem. Let G,=(.&P, w) be 
a PD(k,/) system with set of rules P = lJp=, P,, where the set P, consists of the 
rules used in the derivation w =) w, I.e. 
Pt = {(sufk(g’afi . ..a.-‘),a,,pref,(a,“l-“ar;i’ . . . a2g’))+ar: 
Iris, t+ t’=nrfl, t,t’rO); 
the set P2 consists of rules which enable the system to derive an occurrence of a,_, 
and/or a,, , from a word which starts and/or ends with a,, i.e. 
P2 = {(gk,a,,g’)+a,_,a,a,+,: 2Srls-1) 
U ((g’,ar,u)+a,_,ar: 25rSs, ueZ+g*, IuI=/> 
UN4a,,g’)-+a,a,+1: lsrrs-1, uEg*Z+, 1~1 =k}. 
Due to the rules m P3 the kth occurrence (or the last occurrence) of a, is rewrit- 
ten to aJ a, in the words containmg less than n, occurrences of aJ, 1.e. 
P3 = ((w,,a,, w2)+a,a,: wI = a,_Ia:-’ or wl = ga;-’ 
w2 = pref,(a:a,+,u) and k+ ten,) 
U {(w,,a,, w2)+a,aJ: w1 = sufA(uaJ_,ai) or wl = gk-‘ai 
w2 = pref,(a,+, o) and t + 1 <n,} 
and 
P4 = ((w,,a,, w2)+a,: if no rule (w,,a,, ~~)-+a, CYEZ* is 
in P, or P2 or P3). 
It is easy to see that the about defined PD(k, I) system has property w = w. 
Let z be a proper subword of w, 1.e. for mo,mlzl 
W-l )I11 z = ayay++I’ ... ah-1 ah , 
where f 21, hzs, mosnJ, m, Inh and at least one of these inequahttes i  proper. 
Accordmg to the rules in P2 we have 
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af_lafaf+l, if z=af, 
z* af-tafu, if 121~2 andf>l, 
u’ahah+l, tf [z/=2 and hcs, 
and moreover, because of PZ we have for any X, y, f and m <nf 
t7l+1 xaf_,afmaf+lY~x’af-~af Of+ 1 Y’ 
therefore G, IS the system with full regeneration of w. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let w = a:’ . . . a,“s, where akE.Efor lrkls and a,za, for rf~. 
If G IS an R,PD(k,/) system then k+Izmax{n,,n,}. 
Proof. Suppose max(nt,n,} =nl. (Second case can be proven m the same way.) 
Let G be an R,PD(k,I) system and k+lcn. Using rules obtained from I nmma 
2.1 for our w we have a derivation af+‘ap . . . a? * a:+‘aF . . . a,“. Thus contradicts 
the property of full regeneration of w in G. Cl 
The following corollary of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 gives a generahzatron of a result 
shown m Kelemenovd and Reichwalderova [3] for the case n, = n for 1 I I 5 s. 
Corollary 3.3. Let w = afl . . . a,“s, where the a, are drfferent letters and max{ n,: 
l~~~s)=max(nr,n,} =n. 
Then the context (k, I) for k + I= n, k, I? 1 IS necessary and sufficient for the exrs- 
tence of an R,PDIL system. 
For max{n,: llrrs) =nJ, where nJ fn, and n,+nS there are R,PDIL systems 
with context (k, l) such that k + I< nJ. 
Example. The PD(1, 1) system G= ({a, b,c},P,a) is an R,PDIL system for w = 
ab4c, where P consists of the rules 
(8, a, 89 -+ ab, 
(4 a, g9 + 6, 
k a, 89 + Mh 
(g, b, b9 + c, 
(a, b, a9 + bb, 
(b, b, g9 + a, 
(b, b, c9 + b, 
(CT b, b9 --, Q, 
(8, c, a9 -+ I-& 
(a, c, b9 + 6 
(g, a, @ -+ a, 
U4 a, b9 + h 
(g, h g9 + m 
(8, 6, c9 + m 
(a, 6,69 -+ b, 
(b, b, a9 + c, 
(c, b, g9 --, k 
(c, b, c) --, bb, 
($5 G b9 --* h 
(b, G g9 + c> 
k, a, c9 + ah 
(b, a, c9 --* b, 
(g, b, a9 -+ ah 
(a, b g9 --) bh 
(a, b, c9 -+ bb, 
0, 6, b9 + h 
(c, l-4 a9 -+ bb, 
(g, c, g9 + k 
(a, c, g9 -+ bc, 
(l&c, b) + b. 
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(Rules which have no mfluence to the property of full regeneration of ah4c are 
omitted.) 
4. Concluding remarks 
If we allow erasing rules for the problem discussed above then rt has a trivial solu- 
t~on. For any FY= al a2 --- a,, there 1s an R,,D(l,O) system, e.g. the system with rules 
(g,x, -) + w and (y,x, -) + E, where X, YEC. This solution is uninteresting from a 
brologrcal point of view as well. Moreover If there is no interaction allowed m L sys- 
tems, then ‘110 full regeneration 1s possible for w, 1 WI z 2. These remarks lead to the 
followmg open problems: 
(1) Consider the problem for DIL systems with fixed length of rules. 
(2) Consrder the problem for a fixed sized context. For instance study the size of 
alphabet Z,.Z,CZ needed for the existence of a R,PD(l, 1) system over Z. 
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